AD 7TH ERA (301 – 350 AD): 7TH SIGN PISCES “GENTILE BELIEVERS SNARED”

STAR PROPHECY

The Hebrew name for the star sign is Dagim, “The Fishes”. It can also be translated “The Multitudes”.

The two fish in Pisces are at each end of The Band connected to the single star Alrescha “The Bridle”.

The Band connecting the two fish in Pisces is a separate star sign. The North Fish has a star with the name: Al Samaca “The Upheld” and the (lower) West Fish has a star with the name: Okda “The United”.

No bright stars are present. This suggests the star name meanings are less important than other factors, such as position.

Pisces is located on the path of the Sun, but mostly above the ecliptic in the “Land” portion of the heavens. We are looking at fish on land!

The “Land” is where there is faith in God. Fish are normally in the Sea where there is little faith in God. So: Pisces speaks of Gentiles (pagan backgrounds) who have found faith in God.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Pisces portrays Gentile Believers in Jesus, but tied by the tail to a Band. Christians are triumphant over Rome, but also entangled in the forbidden matrimony (Band) of Church & State.

Constantine’s mother Helen was a Christian and formed his faith. She became an arch-type of the relationship of the Church to European kings.

303-313 AD Great Persecution of Christians

312 AD Battle of Milvan Bridge: Constantine gets victory after seeing a vision to paint crosses on the shields of his troops. He is made Emperor.

313 AD Edict of Milan. Christians are free to practice their faith; church property is restored.

317 AD African Bishops ask Constantine for help

321 AD Constantine orders Christians to observe the ‘Venerable Day of the Sun’: Sunday.

324 AD Constantine murders his son Crispus.

325 AD Constantine calls the Council of Nicea. The Bishops agree on religious laws & doctrines.